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Abstract: By now it is quite clear that new mechanisms of formation and development of competitive human
resources must be developed. That is why the author addresses social engineering as principally new kind of
human resources management intended for the development of ability to realize one's potential without any
problem and modernize state and social institutes providing progressive dynamics in development of the state
and society. In this context social engineering is understood as a combination of research, administrative or
technological measures which must provide system adaptation of specific society to changes in external
environment. Analyzing main projects aimed for optimization of human resources of Rostov Region the authors
prove that social engineering is a perspective area, its methods suggest investigation of the situation,
qualitative evaluation of authorities’ actions and formation; after obtaining results of the evaluation proper
models of human resources must be developed.
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INTRODUCTION of administrative, technical and social structures

Social engineering is the most important sphere of social engineering can be understood as a combination of
practical   activity  of  modern  state  institutions  aimed research, administrative or technological measures which
for formation  of  loyal and manageable public must provide system adaptation of specific society to
atmosphere [1]. This notion has passed long period of changes in external environment. By now such schemes
substantial transformation manifested in gradual proved to be useful in Russia - because of necessity to
transition from technical branches of scientific knowledge monitor public opinions and quick reaction to changes.
to socio-humanitarian epistemological field [2]. In the Main part. As a rule, social engineering can be
beginning it was considered only in the context of structurally viewed as consolidated chain of social
technological transformation of industrial production projects implemented by administrative, commercial or
initiated by external factors. Then it was included into scientific and research structures of a specific region, in
theoretic ideas about organizational structures, as a kind accordance with a plan, which are aimed to construction
of synonym of evolutional development, which suggested of social reality adequate to existing system of social
gradual renewal but not revolutionary reducational relations.
organizationsrganization. In the beginning of XXI century Human resources management suggests first of all
many terms of economics were creatively used in different creation of adequate conditions for their development.
spheres of socio-humanitarian knowledge, which We thought that it would be appropriate to analyze a
interpreted traditional notions in a new way [3]. number of projects intended for development of creative

In modern conditions there are two approaches to and economic potential of Rostov Region population.
immanent character of social engineering which were There are some programs which are implemented at
formed in the context of differentiated empirical material. the territory of the region: long-term targeted program
In broad sense it is considered as special direction of "Development  of  education  in  Rostov  Region   for
scientific-practical researches oriented to complex study 2010-2015" [4], where one of the key targets is satisfaction

determining human behaviour. In a narrower interpretation
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of population's need for education which must Within the framework of the road map in 2013 they
correspond to requirement of innovative socio-oriented planned to increase wages of teachers up to 100% of
development of the Russian Federation; development of average wage in Rostov Region; wages of the teachers of
the system aimed for finding, support and follow-up of pre-school educational facilities - to 100% of average
gifted children and talented young men; providing wages in the sphere of general (basic) education in
educational complex of the region with high-quality Rostov Region.
pedagogical staff, development of pedagogical potential, Rostov Region implements system measures to
satisfaction regional labour market’s demand in highly- increase the number of places in kindergartens and
qualified workers and specialists. eliminate turns. During last 5 years in the region more than

Radical changes which have taken place in our 20 000 new places in kindergartens were introduced - at
society demand formation of socio-cultural elite which will the expense of construction, capital repair, return to
determine future development of the country [5]. municipal network of re-profiled kindergartens, transfer of
Education always was considered as one of the key departmental kindergartens to municipal bodies and broad
institutions of modern society, which is on the one hand use of various forms of pre-school education,
a channel of individual vertical mobility and on the other development of non-state sector.
hand, availability of developed and competitive education In order to develop human resources [6] road map
system determines intellectual potential of society which also includes measures intended for increase in efficiency
can be converted not only into economic but into political of activity of general education organizations in Rostov
profit too. Region, achievement by schoolchildren new educational

Educational complex of Rostov Region is one of the results, forming conditions for equal access to high-
biggest in the Russian Federation, it consists of about 3 quality general education for all groups of population,
thousand educational facilities of different types and introduction of efficient contracts in general education.
ownership forms in which more that 950 000 One of the key indicators of efficient activity of general
students/schoolchildren get their education. In education organizations is provision of all schoolchildren
accordance with Resolution of the Government of the with education under new federal state education
Russian Federation of 30.12.2012 # 2620-p the Ministry of standards of basic school. In Rostov Region since
education of Rostov Region in collaboration with September 1, 2011 federal state standard of basic
interested bodies of executive power developed a road education is introduced in 100% of high schools.
map "Changes in social sphere branches intended for Development of human resources is based first of all
increase in efficiency of Rostov Region education". This on support of gifted children and young men. When we
plan is a complex of measures aimed for solution of talk about gifted children you should not forget that in
prioritized tasks in education sphere and includes the Russia there is no proper methodology of definition
sections devoted to development of pre-school, general "giftedness" yet. But the number of gifted children grows
and additional children education, professional training in Russia and it is very good. But we know that at present
and secondary professional education. time huge number of Russian citizens work in America,

The road map is focused, among other things, on Germany and other countries - they moved there for good.
implementation of efficient contract with pedagogical and It means that intellectual potential is reducing greatly and
managerial staff of educational organizations, here the here we have the following situation - how the state
interrelation is established between the quality of should create conditions for using giftedness. For
provided services and efficiency of directors' and the example, the director of the Institute of Economy gave the
educational organizations’ activity. following shocking data: 3 years ago 85% of the

Besides that the key task set forth in the road map is graduates of one of the most intellectual universities of
a stage-by-stage increase in wages of some categories of Russia, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
employees in social sphere up to average wages in State University, went to America.
economy of Rostov Region. Here the increase in wages The same situation is observed in general education.
and its differentiation is based on the evaluation of As English mass-media have pointed out, for the last
efficiency of educational organizations, their directors and years the number of children of rich Russians who learn
main categories of employees. in  elite  English  schools  grows   up   with   unbelievable
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speed. The Guardian claimed that in 2007 in elite English The key factor which characterizes stability of labour
schools there were 816 Russian children. In the beginning market is regulated labour migration. Young men are
of 2013 there were about 2150 of them. In other words, the active social group which is potentially ready for labour
number of our “rich” schoolchildren has increased 2,6 migration because of the career ambitions, high mobility
times. Russia is on the 4th place by the number of [10]. For native region it is not good - such potential can
schoolchildren who study at English schools - only huge lead to outflow of labour resources which possess
populated China is ahead of us, industrial Germany and necessary kinds of capital for efficient development of
Hong-Kong. The current situation contradicts to official socio-economic potential of the region. Results of
position of the Kremlin, which is doing its best to stop sociological research of Southern-Russia branch of the
brain drain. Institute of sociology of RAS showed that 23,3% of

Side by side with the necessity to build competitive young respondents are planning to go abroad, to
education system we also need efficient functioning of Moscow - 14,3%, to bigger city of Rostov Region - 14%,
labour market [7]. One of its key indicators is the to other regions of the Russian Federation - 11,8% and
operation of employment service. Efficiency of only 2,3% are going to work in agricultural regions of
employment service is judged by the share of unemployed Rostov Region, 34,3% of respondents have no plans
people who were given work in total number of about their future [11]. City-inhabitants prefer to work
unemployed and is characterized by employment abroad - 37,3%; inhabitants of villages want to work in the
coefficient. If it is 1 the operation of employment service cities of Rostov Region (19,2%). They would go to village
is excellent. In accordance with data of 01.07.2013 there for high wages (42%), high position (14,7%), interesting
were about 16,6 thousand unemployed who were work (12,2%), if they were provided with their own flat -
registered in the Rostov Region employment centers. This (9,8%), if they were given permanent work - (9,2%). 39,7%
number corresponds to the registered unemployment level of young men are able to leave Rostov Region for high
of 0,8%. Average duration of registration - 5 months. In wages: 41,5% of them are city-dwellers and 41,3% -
June, 2013 the distribution of the unemployed into groups country men. 35,1% can move to Moscow or St.
was as follows: 57,6% - women; 47,7% - village Petersburg For good work, 34,5% are ready to go abroad.
inhabitants; 18,9% - young people at age 16 - 29; 72,4% - Only 7,7% of young people are ready to leave the city for
unemployed with professional education [8]. good work in a village. In order to make it possible to

Employment agencies of Rostov Region in the first regulate the process of labour behaviour, to stop outflow
half of 2013 organized and conducted 753 vacancies fair of qualified young men from our region, in our opinion,
(112,9%) where 29656 people took part (96,6%). In several conditions must be fulfilled: the system of
January-June of 2013 57954 citizens were facilitated with guaranteed and efficient employment by speciality,
employment (98,1%), besides that after finishing efficient investment policy must be developed, the region
professional training 1723 men were given work. 427 men must offer new working places and make the system of
organized their own business with the help from higher education competitive, qualitative and
employment service. 72,5% of all the number of the corresponding to the labour market in Rostov.
unemployed persons who addressed employment service The outflow of labour resources can be stopped by
got work. This year additional measures were realized implementation of state program of Rostov Region "Aid
intended for reduction of unemployment rate in Rostov in population employment" [12] approved by the
Region in the framework of subprogram "Additional Resolution of the Rostov Region Government of
measures to assist employment of disabled people for 25.09.2013 # 586, main target of which is keeping the
2013", regional long-term program "Aid to unemployed situation in labour market steady through realization of
population in Rostov Region for 2012-2014" approved by state policy of population employment, development of
the Resolution of the Rostov Region government of staff potential in Rostov Region economy's interests;
23.08.2011 ¹ 546. 243 unemployed disabled people prevention of stress in labour market; reduction of
participated in this program and got work at specially professional risks at production.
equipped for them working places. There were about 15 The projects will allow to optimize human resources
726 200 roubles were spent with this purpose, including 14 of Rostov Region include Presidential program of
939 700 roubles from federal budget and 786 500 roubles - managers’ training for work in national economy of the
from regional budget [9]. Russian Federation, aim of which is improvement of
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enterprises’ management for increase of their competitive development, business-planning, improvement of
and efficiency. The result of realization of this program is qualification and training. Indicators for 2012 prove
as follows: by now 1615 persons have been trained, 365 of efficiency of state support in the form of business-
them went for probation abroad, 154 went for probation at incubators for business entities at the early stage of their
Russian enterprises. Every 2nd person improved his development.
career position. Every 4th manager opened his own
business. Many organizations, who (that) sent their CONCLUSION
representatives for participation in the Program were able
to solve specific production problems: to implement In conditions of rapidly transforming society a
advanced technologies and establish new contacts with brand new management of human resources is needed: it
foreign companies. The Program's graduates from Rostov must be intended for development of ability to realize
Region have a probation at leading enterprises of 11 one's potential and modernize state and social
countries of the world: USA, Germany, Canada, Great institutions, providing growing dynamics of state and
Britain, Japan, France, Holland, Finland, Australia, society development. By now new mechanisms of
Denmark and Sweden. formation and development of competitive human

It is also necessary to mention the Governor's resources must be developed. One of  such mechanisms
program of training managers for small and medium is social engineering. Its methods suggest investigation
entrepreneurship - because it has significant potential in of the situation, qualitative evaluation of authorities’
human resources development in Rostov Region - which actions and formation; after obtaining results of the
was approved by the Resolution of Rostov Region in evaluation proper models of human resources must be
March 11, 2012 # 154, aimed for training professional staff developed.
and increase in educational level of directors and Inference. Thus, at the territory of Rostov Region
specialists of small and medium economic entities, there exists a number of projects intended for
organizations which form infrastructure providing support development of potential of human resources and their
for small and medium entrepreneurship. management. Mainly these projects are aimed for creation

Necessity of this program is determined by the fact of conditions for successful development and efficient
that small and medium business at Don grows every year use of socio-cultural capital improving competitive and
and goes beyond the boundaries of the region. investment attractiveness of Rostov Region.
Implementation of such targeted programs for solution of
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